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Diversity and Development: 
Tempo and Mode of Evolutionary Processes 

HALINA KWASNICKA and WITOLD KWASNICKI 

ABSTRACT 

A simple model of evolutionary processes (i.e., processu showing far-rraching analogies wifh biological 
evolution) and the results of a simulation study of the model arc presented. Thc model consists only of the 
main feanues of evolutionary processes aod has been worked out f a  a special purpose: to show how thc tempo 
and mode of evolutionary processes depend on the population diversity in which those processes take place. 
The long-range mode of development of evolutionary processes is a rough one, chanrterized by two successive 
phases: a quasi-equilibnum phase aod a substitution phase. Io the quasiequilibrium phasc, two parallel prucesscs 
act: very noticably, a process of gradual improvement of existing types, aod in thc background, a searching 
process of new basic improvement. In the substitution p h w  thc new basic improvement supeffcdes thc old 
type and the system goes to a new quasi-equilibrium phase. Co+ to the length of the quasizqrulibrium 
phasc, th duration of the substitution phase is very much shorts and looh like a leap. Duratjon of thc quasi- 
equilibrium phase is g r d y  influenced by chance ad its pbabiiity distribution depends mainly on the 
population diversity. 

The two opposing mechanisms-selection aod genemion of typs-&ten- the population distribution 
within the parameter domain. The distribution consists of the center (the "best" type elements) and the neigh- 
M o o d .  The main source of improvements (innovations) lies in the neighbomood, that is, the "worst" elenmts. 

The two main strategies of development-shon-sighted ad far-sightebhpve been identified. 

Introduction 
The existence of far-reaching analogies between biological evolution and processes 

of human activity, such as science and technological development and evolution of natural 
languages, is commonly accepted [3, 8, 13, 15, 16, 201. These analoges are noticed at 
many levels-individual, population, species, and the development of whole systems- 
and, what is most interesting, all these analogies are observable in spite of basic differences 
in causative mechanisms of these processes. General theories of evolution have been 
worked out. As an example, the work of Csanyi [4] may be cited, in which molecuiar 
evolution, evolution of ecosystems, and cultural and technical evolution are considered; 
at the end the general theory of evolution and basic laws of evolutionary processes are 
presented. 
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Waddington 1131 considers one of the most imponant propenies of living and artificial 
systems. He writes: 

A natural 11v1ng system has usuall! acquired some degree of stabil~ty hy natural selection (11 would have 
fallen apan and died out if i t  wasn't stable enough): in artificial systems man commonly designs a sene, 
of checks and counter-checks to ensure stability. An important polnt to note, however. is that the stabilit) 
may not be concerned with preserving the measure of some component of the system at a constant value. 
as in homeostat~c systems. The stabilisat~on of the progresswe system acts to ensure that the system goes 
on changing in the same son of way that it has been changing in the past. Whereas the processes of 
keeping someth~ng at a stable. or stationary. value is called homeostasis. ensuring the continuation of a 
given type of change is called homeorhesis, a word meaning preservation of a Aouv. 

A phrase used to describe such systems. is to say that the pathway of change is canalised. For the pathway 
itself one can use the name chreod, a word denved from Greek. which means "necessary path ". . . Different 
canal~sed pathways of change may have rather different types of stability built into them. These can be 
picrured in terms of the cross-section of the valley. You may, for instance, have a valley with a very 
narrow chasm running along the bottom, while the farther up the hillside you go. the less steep the slope. 
With such a configuration of the atudctor surface, it needs a very smng push of some lund to divert a 
stream away from the bottom of the chasm. . . . In contrast. we have a valley which has a very flat 
bottom, and the hillside gets steeper and steeper as you go away from the central sueam. Then, minor 
disrurbances can easily shift the stream from one side of the Aat valley to the other; it would be rather 
a matter of chance where in the water-meadows in the valley bottom it flows. 

The model of evolutionary processes presented in this paper does not pretend to be 
a general approach to these process types. The model consists only of the main features 
of evolutionary processes and has been worked out for a special purpose: to show the 
ways in which the tempo and mode of evolutionary processes depend on the population 
diversity in which these processes take place. 

In our understanding, the main features of evolutionary processes are as follows: 

1. They take place in a relatively large set of congeneric elements (individuals) 
acting in some limited-capacity environment and fulfilling the same task (per- 
forming the same role); examples are elements of biological species and products 
of some technologies supplying the same human need (technological species'); 

2. Elements have finite lifetimes (as in biological systems); after this time, elements 
are withdrawn from the environment and are replaced by new ones during the 
reproduction process; 

3. Each element is a unique unit, but one can divide the population into separate 
classes containing almost identical elements (genotype in biology or products of 
the same technology). We will say that the elements of the same class are of the 
same type; 

4. Elements are valued differently by the environments in which they act. The 
preference depends on a quality of the task fulfillment (fitness is the measure of 
preference in biologyJ. Generally, preference is a random variable. different for 
different elements, but one may expect that the average evaluation is equal for 

'We would like to propose the following interpretation of the meaning of technological species. The 
definition of basic ~nnovation given by Mensch [14] states that "technological basis innovation creates new 
markets and new industrial branches." In this context, emergence of a basic innovat~on is analogous to emergence 
of a new species. a technological species. Another common property of technological and biological species 
is the clustering of their occurrence: see. for example. Mensch [14], in which the statistics of basic innovations 
are presented, and Bombach 121, in which the temporal occurrence of b~ological species is shown. 
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all the elements of the same type. Therefore. we may talk about bener and worse 
elements; 

5. During the reproduction process the statistical possibility of changing the offspring 
type (a modification) exists: this leads to the possibility of emergence of a new 
type (new genotype or new technology). 

The last two points show two opposing mechanisms: selection of types and generation 
of types. Generally, these two processes are random ones comparable to the trial-and- 
error process. 

Evolution and revolution are two modes of development that are by common un- 
derstanding totally opposite. Is this valid? Aren't they two aspects of the same phenom- 
enon? Isn't the phenomenon governed by the same mechanisms'? 

The concept of evolutionary mode development prevailing in Western thinlung 171 
postulates the existence of continuous, even changes, consistent with the Linneaus state- 
ment. narura non facit saltum (nature does not make leaps). 

But a more detailed observation of nature yields a new picture of the world; features 
that are claimed to be in a continuous state are discrete. From the beginning of the 
twentieth century, the new quantum theories gained approval. Theories of non-continuous 
time and space have appeared. One may say that this is relevant to the microworld, but 
the same tendency of expanding non-continuous thinking is noticeable at the macro scale. 
Probably the best known theory of social development, in which the existence of leaps 
(revolutions) is postulated, is the theory by M a n  and Engels. It is especially visible in 
their second principle of development, borrowed from Hegel, which states that the new 
quality emerges by leaps as the result of a slow accumulation of quantitative changes; 
that is. the law of transformation of quantitative changes into qualitative ones. 

Attempts have been made to build mathematical theories of non-continuous devel- 
opment; the best known is Thom's catastrophe theory [21.]. Many examples of the a p  
plication of this theory to a description, or explanation, of the development of many 
systems may be given. For our purposes it is enough to mention the biological applications 
of Dodson 151 and Waddington [22] and the economic application of Mensch [14] to the 
description of economic crises. 

Similarly, systems theory, with its concepts of steady state, equilibrium state, ho- 
meostasis, and feedback. among others, postulates, in a non-explicit way, the existence 
of rapid transition during systems development. 

We must emphasize that we do not claim that all changes are non-continuous; we 
would only say, with Gould and Eldredge [7], that the most essential changes in long- 
range development are not the long phases of gradual changes but comparatively short 
phases of very rapid development (leaps), conducting systems to qualitatively new equi- 
libriums. 

In our understanding, the development of any evolutionary system is cyclical, with 
two phases in every cycle: the quasi-equilibrium phase and the substitution phase. At the 
quasi-equilibrium phase. some gradual changes are visible, but these changes are much 
less important than the coming (expected) ones. In this phase, the searching process of 
new basic improvement is the most important. however not clearly visible; that is, 
improvement the occurrence of which radically changes the whole system structure (in 
our terminology. the emergence of a basic improvement is equiponderate to new. better 
type emergence). At every stage of evolutionary systems development, the actual types 
are bases for the search of new. better types. .As we mentioned earlier. this searching 
process may be compared to the trial-and-error process. As a rule, we may say that the 
parameters characterizing the best existing type are so tuned that changes in a small 
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number of parameters in this type do not lead to improvement. New and better solutions 
require simultaneous change of quite 2 large number of parameters. The probability of 
simultaneous changing of so many parameters is relatively small (the relationship between 
the probability of changing of some set of parameters and the number of these parameters 
is a geometrical one). The emergence of a basic improvement causes a rapid change 
(leap) in any relevant. global measure of the system's development. The leap occurs at 
the substitution phase: during this phase, a new, better type supersedes the old one. and 
the system goes to a new quasi-equilibrium. The duration of the substitution phase is 
much shorter than the duration of the quasi-equilibrium phase. 

A new. basic improvement contains only the main idea of its future development; 
we may say that the first feature of a basic improvement is strange, dwarfed, and non- 
proportional (using the anthropological point of view). The first form is the base of its 
future improvements. proceeding parallel to the searching process. As we said. in this 
period (i.e.. at the quasi-equilibrium phase) gradual development connected with the 
incorporation of small improvements of the base form is the most noticeable. The prob- 
ability of occurrence of these improvements is comparatively great (mainly because not 
so many parameters need changing to find a better solution) and occur quite frequently. 
The influence of these improvements on the system's development. however. reflected, 
for example. in a constructed global measure of system development, is much smaller 
than the basic improvement's influence.' 

This article is based on the results of works carried out from 1975-1979 [see 6?  10, 
1 1 1 .  Quite recently. we found that very similar ideas on mode development of evolutionary 
processes are represented, in biology by Gould and Eldredge [7] in their theory of 
punctuated equilibria and in technology by Sahal [19], Reece [17], Leithwaite [12], and 
Bell [I]. For example, Sahal writes, 

As regards the process of technological change. very often there emerges a panem of machine design as 
an outcome of prolonged development effort. The pattern in turn continues to rnfluence the character of 
subsequent technologrcal advantages long after its conception. Thus rnnovations generally depend on bit- 
by-bit modification of a design that remains unchanged rn its essential aspects over an extended period 
of time. The bas~c design 1s in the nature of a guidepost charting the course of innovative activity. 

The notation of a technological guidepost is evidenced by the fact that very often one or two early models 
of a technrque stand above all others in the history of an industry. Their design becomes the foundation 
of a peat  many innovations via the process of gradual evolution. In consequence, they leave a drstinct 
mark on a whole senes of advances in technology. 119, p. 331. 

In the following sections we present the description of a simple mathematical model 
of evolutionary processes. some examples of its simulation (more results may be found 
in [ lo ,  1 1 1 ,  and an approach to evaluation of the tempo of evolution. Finally, the general 
conclusion and proposals for future research are presented. 

'Each improve men^ gives as an effect a leap of the development of a system. but frequently the effects 
of each improvemenr are small and overlap one another. so that the overall effect seems to be continuous 
(gradual). The following row hypothesis may be constructed: every evolutronary system, rndependent of its 
evolution phase, develops by leaps: commonly. leaps are so small that they are undetected or vanrsh In statrstrcal 
noise. With many almost s~multaneous improvements. their effects o v e r l a p s o  the overall development seems 
to be gradual. The relat~onship between the rmportance of the innovation (leap) and the probability of rts 
occurrence is inversely proportronal: the "greater" the leap the less 11s probabilrty of occurrence 
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I. .Model 
We consider development of a population of congeneric elements, acting in a well- 

defined environment.' We assume the existence time of each element (a finite lifetime). 
Xfter this time the elements are reproduced; in the reproduction process the "old" elements 
(i.e.. the previous generation of elements) are replaced by the new generation (the off- 
spring). The number of offspring of every element is a random variable with given 
distribution. Therefore, it may be said that we assume nonoverlapping generations and 
discrete time. The population is divided into separable subsets, which we call types. All 
elements fulfill the same task in the environment, but the quality of this task fulfillment 
is different for different elements. Generally, the quality index is a random variable, but 
to simplify the calculation process we assume deterministic, time-invariant indices and 
the same value of the index for all the same type elements.' 

We assume that every element is characterized by an n-dimensional vector of pa- 
rameters d = (d l  , d2 , d3 , . . . , d.); each coordinate di , i = 1 , 2 . . . . , n ,  belongs 
to an infinite set of discrete values. Without loss of generality, we assume for simplicity 
integer values for the scope of all parameters. The inclusion of the parameter domain 
D " = ( d  = ( d l  , d, , . . . . d.), V i  di E C) enables the division of the population into 
postulated separate subsets (types). All elements characterized by the vector of the same 
parameters are the same type elements. We postulate an existence of a quality function 
q differentializing the quality of task fulfillment by all types defined by the parameters' 
domain. The quality function has positive real values with zero ii.e., q : Dn -+ R U (0)) 
and describes the environment's relative preferences, visible during the reproduction 
process: statistically, the greater the quality index, the more offspring of the element. 

For each two elements of type d,  the distributions of offspring number are the same 
and are statistically independent. The expected value of offspring of the elements of type 
d is proportional to the quality index of type d, q(d).  

Not all offspring of the d-type element have the same type d: during the reproduction 
process the statistical possibility of a type changing exists (type modification). The prob- 
ability of type modification from type d to d ' ,  p,,, is relatively small 
and quickly diminishes as the d-d' distance grows. A geometric relationship between the 
modification probability and the distance may be expected. 

'From the biological viewpoint the model presented describes the evolution of a haploid population living 
in a stable environment In which no recombination process works. Recombinations accelerate the tempo of 
evolution significantly and in future model development they should be tncluded. In our opinion, however. a 
mombination process does not change the final conclusions of this anicle. especially concerning the mode of 
evolution and the imponance of the diversity in the development process. 

An almost general feeling of much higher tempo of development of artificial (human) systems exists in 
comparison with the tempo of biologtcal evolution. This IS only a feeling and needs funher deep ~nvesttgation. 
If  m e ,  it seems that three main facton have the most signtficant influence on the speed-up: (1)  .'the memory" 
of past experiments and past development in biological systems reaches only one generation. contrary to many 
generations of memory in human systems: (?I  in bioloeical systems. the recombination process is limited to 
recombination within the species t i.e., very similar individuals), and in human systems this is not valid. Many 
examples o i  recombinations exist within quite distant elements (synergetic effects); and (3) "communtcation" 
 understood as the posstbility of two indivtduais meeting to give "offspnng"1 is much more limtted in biologtcal 
systems ce.5.. geographicailv). The imponance of this iactor I S  visible in the acceleration of technoloeical 
development dunng the last 200 years. connected. m o n g  others. wtth the growing possibilittes o i  communi- 
cation. 

'It has been shown [9] that an essential influence on long-range development IS the average value of the 
quality index level. Assuming different conditions of change of the quality indices (e.g.. random. periodical. 
crend changingj providing the same average value, the differences of population development were negligible. 
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A limitation exists on the population-growth ratio: we assume that the expected 
number of elements after the reproduction process is propon~onal to the number of 
elements before reproduction: that IS,  

where: 

Nx(r) = total population at time I ,  and 

g = proponional ratio (the dependence of the ratio on the 
capacity of the environment, the maximum reproduction ratio, 
and other factors may be assumed). 

On the base of the above assumptions, a conditional dismbution of the number of 
all types (i.e., the dismbution of the state of population) at time r may be calculated. 
Detailed descriptions of the distribution's calculation is presented in Kwasnicki [I I]. For 
our purpose, it is sufficient to say that the conditional probability-generating function 
(p.g.f.) of the population state is 

where: 

s = n-dimensional complex number matrix, corresponding 
to D domain; for each type d the related complex 
numbers exist: 

fA.) = p.g.f. of offspring of d-type element; 

N(d,t) = number of d-type elements at time t; and 

pdd. = probability of modification of the type. 

On the basis of p.g.f. G(s , r + l ) ,  the expected value of d-type elements at time 
r + 1 may be reckoned: 

where: 

g = the proponional ratio in Equation 1; 

q(d)  = the quality index of type d; and 

Q(t) = the average quality index at time r. 
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The model presented above describes the optimizing process in the Dn domain. In 
the course of time, the number of elements with quality indices greater than the actual 
average quality grows; simultaneously, the elements with indices lower than the average 
quality are superceded. The mechanism of type modification provides the possibility of 
emergence of new and better as well as worse types, and in the stable environment (i.e., 
in our notation in the case of time-invariant quality function) the average quality is a non- 
decreasing function of time. 

In our opinion the expected value of the population state (Equation 3 )  offers no 
information about the most significant and the most interesting feature of the evolutionary 
processes, especially concerning the tempo and mode of the processes. The most sig- 
nificant features are observable in the process realization, therefore, we choose the sim- 
ulational technique to investigate these processes. 

11. Simulation 
All simulational experiments presented in this section have been camed out under 

the following assumptions: 

1. Constancy of the expected population number; therefore the population ratio g 
in Equation 1 is equal to I; 

2. A Poisson distribution of the offspring number; therefore, the p.g.f. of the off- 
spring number in Equation 2 is equal to 

3 .  Probabilities of type modifications 

C Pdd' 

for ( 1  d  - d' 1 1  > n  

for O < I I d - d ' I I < n  

for 

( d f  E Dn and d' # d  

where the distance between d  and d' is defined by 

n 

1 1  d  - d' / (  = C ABS(d; - d f ) ;  
, = I  

4. The shape of the quality function is essential for the process development mode. 
and a relevant way of its selection is very important for correct interpretations 
of the results. Choosing functions with a shape similar to a long, sharp ridge, 
not parallel to the axis of the D" domain seems the most relevant; frequently, a 
process development is described in terms of changing the values of the chosen 
parameters. The parameter values are so tuned that to find a better solution 
(improvement), the simultaneous change of a relatively large number of param- 
eters is required; change of an insufficient number of parameters leads to won- 
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ening of quality. The postulated shape is also consistent with the shape of Wad- 
dington's chreod [33]. reflecting the fitness function (epigenetic landscape): and 

5. At the initial moment the population consists of only one type individual. 

11.1. TYPICAL FEATURES OF EVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES 

Development of evolutionary processes is the result of simultaneous actions of two 
opposing mechanisms: type selection and type generation. The first mechanism causes 
the growth of better types (in our model. types with qualities greater than the average 
quality and the growth rate increases with the ratio q(d) l Q(t )  ). Simultaneously. the 
worse types are superseded. The selection mechanism causes the reduction of population 
diversity, and so the tendency to a single type within the population (i.e.. the best one). 
The second process issuing from the possibility of type modification during the repro- 
duction process causes the emergence of new, better, and worse types and the increase 
of population diversity (as the consequence of this, the average quality diminishes). 

Stabilization of some population distribution within the parameter domain Dn, with 
the center consisting of the best types of elements and the neighborhood consisting of 
the worse types, is the result of concurrence of these two mechanisms. The local shape 
of the quality function and the probabilities of type modifications mainly influence the 
population distribution in Dn (the influence is especially visible in the value of the 
dispersion of the distribution). The local shape of the quality function (gradient) reflects 
the tolerance of environment; the lesser the gradient, the more tolerant the environment. 
Greater tolerance causes greater population dispersion. Similarly, the greater the modi- 
fication probability, the greater the dispersion. 

The existence of dispersion diminishes the average quality and, from the viewpoint 
of temporary population development, is disadvantageous. On the other hand, as simu- 
lational experiments reveal, the population dispersion has a very strong influence on the 
probability of emergence of better types. The greater the dispersion, the more frequent 
the emergence of new, better types. Thus, process development is a compromise between 
temporary diminution of average quality and a preparation of a base for faster development 
of the system in the long range. 

The experiments carried out under the following conditions illustrate typical features 
of the simulated process: 

1. Two-dimensional quality function (n = 2) 

Q,(dl , d2) = EXP{-0.01 [(dl + d2)2 + (dl - d ~ ) ~ ] )  

A map of this function if shown in Figure 1. 

2. Probability of modification p = 1.5 l(r3, 
3. The initial population consists of type (15 , 15); N[(15 , 151, 01 = lo4. 

Two exemplary population distributions in Dn domain are presented in Figure 2. 
The distribution at r = 110 is an example of a typical distribution at the substitution 
phase. The center of population and the neighborhood shifts from point (8 , 8) to point 
(7 . 7). The second distribution at r = 250 is an example of a distribution at the quasi- 
equilibrium phase. The center is in (4 . 4). A new, better type (3 . 3) has not yet been 
found; the neighborhood consists of six types: (3 , 4), (4 , 2), (4. 31, (4 . 41, (4 , 5), 
and (5 . 4 ) .  On the axis the distributions of parameters d l  and d2 for these two generations 
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Fig. 1. Map and protile along the ridge of the quality fuoctioo QI. 

Fig. 2. Exemplary population distributions of substitution pbasc aod qucrd-equilibrium phase. 
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are indicated (note the logarithmic scale of the number of elements). The expected values 
of the parameter distributions mark the population trajectory in the Dn domain. Typically. 
the trajectoy moves along a ridge of the quality function; in the case of a distant population 
the quick development of population toward a ridge is visible; after reachlns 2 ridge the 
population develops along the ridge with relatively less tempo. It ma!. be said that a ridge 
is the strong attractor of the development of the population. 

The shape of the quality function q has been so chosen that changes of either d ,  or 
d2 parameters for types on the ridge diminish the quality index; to find a better type, a 
simultaneous change of two parameters is required. The modification probability is equal 
to p = 1.5 1@" and in the case of one type population (i.e.. consists of a type on the 
ridge) it may be expected that a new, better type occurs every 45 generations. 

But another way of finding a better type exists, requiring only one parameter mod- 
ification in relevant types within the neighborhood. In the phase of quasi-equilibrium at 
these two points there exist 150 elements. The quality of these types is equal to 0.8 of 
the quality of the best one: in every generation 30 elements are superseded and 30 elements 
are introduced as the effect of the best type modification. We may expect that those I50 
elements bring a better solution every four generations. 

The main source of improvements, therefore, is clearly the neighborhood of the best, 
dominating type, not the best type itself. The profit is much higher for larger dimensions 
of the parameter domain; this will be shown in further experiments and also in the next 
section, in which an attempt is presented to evaluate the tempo. 

The “history" of type development is shown in Figure 3. The gain and loss of 
domination of types (7 , 7), (6 , 6), (5 , 5), and (4 , 4) is evident at all times in the 
backpound of the dominating types. Noise exists, consisting of the worse types (i.e., 
the surrounding). Their number is a small fraction of the total population, but we may 
say that the noise has a vital importance for the future development of the system. The 
average quality is shown in Figure 4; moments of the emergence of new, better types 
are indicated by arrows. The dispersion of one parameter is also traced in the figure. The 
correlation of the phases of rapid growth of the average quality with the emergence of 

Fig. 3. Temporal type devdopment. 
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Fig. 4. Average quality and dl parameter's dispersion in experiments with quality function Ql. 

better types (the beginning of the substitution phase) is noticeable. The lowest level of 
dispersion is observed in the quasi-equilibrium phase. 

II.2. TEMPO AND MODE OF POPULATION DEVELOPMENT AND THE DIMENSION OF THE 

PARAMFlZR DOMAIN 
Some experiments with two, three, and four dimensional domains have been con- 

d ~ c t e d . ~  The quality functions for these experiments are: 

'Direct s~mulatlon (1.e.. ,lrnulatlon In whlch all psslble types are considered) consumes a great amount 
of computer tlrne and computer memory for a larger-than-tour-dlmenslonal parameter doma~n D. In duect 
s~rnulauon methods tor a larger dlrnenslon domam arc In the process of bang developed. 
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Fig. 5. Map and p d e  along the ridge of quality function Q2. 

The map of the Q, function and its profile along the ridge are shown in Figure 5. 
All the above functions are rhomboidal shapes, the same profile along the ridges, and a 
45-degree tilt to every axis. The better quality along the ridge occurs if two, three, or 
four parameters, respectively, are simultaneously changed and the improvement is 20%. 
Changing less than n parameters ( n  = 2 , 3 , or 4, respectively) leads to worsening the 

Fig. 6. Average quality in experiments with two- (a), three- (b), and four- (c) dimensional parameter 
domains and probabilities of modification p = 5 1W3 (1) and p = lo-' (2). 
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Fig. 6. (Continued) 

quality by 4% to 20%. For all experiments the initial population consists of lo4 elements 
of types (7 . 7 ) .  (7 , 7 . 7), (7 , 7 , 7 , 7), respectively. The average quality in six 
expenments for two modification probabilities p ( IC3 and 5 I@') are traced in Figure 
6. 

The exemplary d ,  parameter distributions at the quasi-equilibrium phase are shown 
in Figure 7. The distributions look very similar: only a small rise of the dispersion for 
larger dimensions is visible. If the strongest selection has been assumed ii.e., zero 
dispersion, with types on the ridge only), then the average values of the waiting time for 
improvement would be equal to: 

forp = l(r3 T = 100 T = lo5 T = lo8 
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Fig. 7. Parameter distributions of quasi-equilibrium phase for two- (a), three- (b). and four- (c) 
dimensiod parameter domains. 

for D2, D3,  D4, respectively (the formula T .= @" N)-' has been applied to the waiting- 
time reckoning). The expected time of the substitution-phase duration (i.e., the time of 
growth from 1 element to lo4 elements) is equal to 50 generations for all experiments. 
Comparison of the above times with the population development in the six experiments 
shows an enormous impact of the population diversity on the tempo of evolution. The 
decrease of the average quality is the price of evolution speed-up; the greater the dimension 
of the parameter domain, the greater the decrease of the average quality. To expose the 
importance of the quality discrepancy on the population development, the maximum 
quality index for experiments with Q3 and Q4 are traced also in Figure 6. 

U.3. BRANCH POINT 

The quality functions in Figure 8 represent the cases of two pathways (chreods) with 
branch points. For the chreod with greater maximum (Figure 8a) the quality values just 
after the branch point are smaller than the relevant values for the chreod with a lesser 
maximum. One may say that the first chreod has a lower initial level of development and 
better future perspectives in contrast to the second chreod. The initial population was 
chosen just before the branch point: N[(13 , 9) , 01 = 10Q. The modification probability 
p = lo-'. Note that 17 times in 20 experiments undertaken, the population developed 
along the chreod with the lower maximum. 

In experiments with two identical branch chreods (Figure 8b) the initial dismbution 
was chosen to provide equal probability of development along these two chreods: N[(11 , 
10) , 01 = lo4; p = 1C2. The population developed 12 times along one chreod and 
eight times along the second; the case in which a part of the population develops along 
one chreod and the rest of the population develops along the second one is quite im- 
probable. The parallel development may be caused by isolation of a subpopulation at the 
right stage of population de~elopment.~ 

U.4. THE STABILITl TYPE AND THE MODE OF DEVELOPMENT 

All of the experiments presented dealt with the quality functions of the stability type 
as shown in Figure 9a. According to Waddington [23], the development along these type 
chreods is very similar for different systems. It seems that previous simulation results 
correspond with this opinion. 

6Chwsing the right moment of isolation or diverting the system. known in biology as the period of 
"competence" is discussed by Waddington [23]. 
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Fig. 9. Chreods with different types of stability, from Waddington 1231. 

As Waddington points out, the development of different systems along the second 
type chreods (Figure 9b) are essentially different. Experiments with the quality function 

EXP[-0.3 ABS(d, + d2)] for ABS(d, - d2) > < 5 
Qs(dl , d2) = (9) 

for ABS(d, - d2) > > 5 

are in accordance with this idea. The map of Q5 is shown in Figure 10, in which five 
population trajectories with different initial population distributions are traced. Three 
trajectories (2nd, 3rd, and 4th) start from the same point. The influence of chance on the 
development trajectories is noticeable. 

IU. The Rate of Development 
The simulation results suggest the essential impact of local shape of the quality 

function and the modification probability on the population distribution in the parameter 
domain D". From the qualitative viewpoint, the shape of the distribution at the quasi- 
equilibrium phase is as follows: the population center exists with the bulk of elements 
and its neighborhood. With growing distance from the center, the number of elements 
quickly diminishes. Assuming a geometrical distribution of population in Dn seems rea- 
sonable. Let us assume that: 

1. The population center is at the point with coordinates (0 , 0 , 0 , . . . , 0) = 0; 
2. No elements of type (1 , 1 , . . . , 1) = 1 exist; 
3. Population is distributed at points d = (d , d , . . . , d) so that each coordinate 

di may be equal to 1, 0, or - 1. That is , V i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n; d, € (1 , 0 , 
- I), and the number of elements of type d is equal to 

Nd=N*(x" ' - IM' / [ (2  + x ) "  - J ] ,  N, = O  (10) 

where: 

N = total population; 

n = parameter number (dimension of parameters domain Dn); 
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Fig. 10. Second type stability and mode of population development: map of quality function and 
trajectories of development. 

n 

((dl( = distance of type d from the center (i.e., l(d(( = 2 ABS(d: ) ) ;  
,= 1 

.K = distribution parameter. 

In other words we assume that: 

1.  The number of elements diminishes x times in every enlargement of the distance 
from the center by 1 .  The expression x ' " - " ~ " '  I [(2 + x)" - 1)  may be interpreted 
2s the probability of occurrence of type d within the population; and 

1. The distribution of each of the n parameters is the same, and the probability that 
the ith parameter is equal to zero is approximately 
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the probabilit!. that the ith parameter is equal to 1 or - I is 

Our interest is the average waiting time for the type 1 occurrence by means of 
modification of the existing types, under the given population distribution in Dn and given 
modification probability p (relevant assumptions concerning the modification probability 
presented at the beginning of the previous section are valid). We consider only modifi- 
cation of types with coordinates 0 or 1 (i.e.. V i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n; di E (0 . 1)) to 
obtain the pessimistic approximation of the waiting time. The probability of occurrence 
of type 1, therefore, in one generation is no greater than 

For sufficiently great n and small p, the waiting time is approximately equal to 

T = (1 I PI) = (1 I N )  ((2 + x)" - 11 I [ ( l  + p ax)"  - 11. (14) 

Next, let us assume that within the population only types with coordinates equal to 
0 or 1 (i.e., - 1 is excluded) exist to obtain the optimistic approximation. Making very 
similar calculations, we find in effect that the waiting time in this case is equal to 

Analogous to Equations (1 1) and (12), the expressions for the ith parameter distri- 
bution in the optimistic approximation have the form: 

p; = prob(d, = 0) = x 1 (1 + x )  

and 

p: = prob(d, = 1) = 141 + x). 

It is more convenient to operate expressions for the waiting time written in terms 
of probabilities p ,  and p: instead of x 

Where T,, is the maximum waiting time for a population consisting of type 0 only (zero 
diversity): 

T,, = 1 ! (N p") 

The waiting times for n = 10 and different modification probabilities are shown in 
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Fig. 11. The waiting time for ten-dimensional parameter domain and for two modification proba- 
biitiea p. 

Figure 11. The rapid decrease of the waiting time with growing diversity (especially for 
small probabilities p ,  and pT) is astounding. 

The waiting times. either T o r  F ,  have an interesting property: namely, the greater 
the dimension n. the greater the profit flowing from the existence of diversity; i.e., in 
the sense of 

lim ( T  1 T,,,,,) = 0. 
n - =  

Conclusions 
The long-range mode of evolutionary process development is a jerky one. with two 

successive phases: a quasi-equilibrium phase and a substitution phase. In the quasi- 
equilibrium phase, two parallel processes act: (1) very noticeably, a --dual (or semi- 
gradual) improvement process and (2) in the background, a searching process for new 
basic improvement (that is, improvement the emergence of which radically changes the 
whole system's structure. In the substitution phase. the new basic improvement supersedes 
the old one and the system goes to a new quasi-equilibrium. In comparison to the length 
of time of the quasi-equilibrium phase, the duration of the substitution phase is much 
shorter and looks like a leap. Duration of the quasi-equilibrium phase is greatly influenced 
by chance and its probability distribution depends mainly on the population diversity. It 
is not necessary to postulate intermediate forms between semi-stable forms, observable, 
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for example. in the fossil records; in this context the results obtained are in agreement 
with Gould and Eldredge's 171 theon. of punctuated equilibria. 

In addition. the results seem to be consistent with Waddington's ideas of system 
stability. The course of a system's development (i.e.. passin: through successive devel- 
opment stages) along chreods with Waddington's first type stability is strongl! deter- 
ministic. During a system's developmenr. however. short periods in which random factors 
play an important role occur. They are. for example, the periods just before branch points. 
development along chreods with Waddinpon's second type stability. Contrary to "spatial" 
development. chance influences the temporal system developmenr in an essential way: 
this is primarily connected with randomness of the quasi-equilibrium phase (random timing 
of the emergence of basic improvements). Two opposing mechanisms-selection and 
generation of types--cause the existence of some population distribution within the pa- 
rameter domain. The distributions consist of the center (containing the best type indi- 
viduals) and the neighborhood (containing the worst type individuals). The main source 
of improvements (innovations) is the neighborhood, not, as is commonly believed, the 
best elements. The existence of the neighborhood diminishes the average quality of the 
population; that is, it causes a worsening of system performance. 

Two main strategies of development exist: 

1. Short-sighted: the population is quickly made uniform with the best type elements, 
malung the population more and more homogenous. This improves the system 
performance very visibly during a comparatively short period. The average quality 
grows quickly: the uniformization gives spectacular results, but leads to the 
diminution of population diversity and, as a consequence of this. the probability 
of basic improvement (innovation) occurrence diminishes considerably. In the 
end, the system development is much slower; in some cases the stoppage of 
population development at the actual level (a trapped population) may be ob- 
served. 

2. Far-sighted: a balanced population diversity exists that makes a worsening of the 
system performance tolerable and, on the other hand, enables a sufficient rate of 
development in the long range. 

The conclusion that the existence of diversity is of essential importance for long- 
range system development seems to be intuitively acceptable, but we see strong need of 
solid verification of this hypothesis. We hope that this verification will be possible at 
many levels of human activity. Consider as the society a group of scientists engaged in 
research. Are they likely to be successful if operating as individuals than as an integrated 
team? 
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